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High-tech shack
Students set sights high
A house designed as a fibro shack retrofit is soon to become a sustainable housing 
laboratory after competing in the Solar Decathlon China, writes Beth Askham.

STUDENTS from Wollongong have designed 
and built an energy self-sufficient house to 
compete in the Solar Decathlon China in 
August 2013. One of the features that makes 
this house so special is that it’s designed as a 
retrofit of the classic Australian fibro shack. 

Inspired to improve the energy efficiency of 
the standard suburban Wollongong housing 
stock and to meet competition requirements 
of the solar decathlon competition “to 
accelerate the development and adoption of 
advanced building energy technology in new 
and existing homes”, the student team has 
stepped up to the challenge and has designed 
and built a beautiful, energy efficient, state 
of the art home that they call the Illawarra 
Flame.

The house was made at the TAFE Illawarra 
Institute in just 12 short weeks and will be 
disassembled and reassembled three times 
this year: the first time for a public open day 
at the university, the second time in China 
for the competition and the third time back 
at Wollongong University. There it will sit 
near the university’s Sustainable Buildings 
Research Centre (SBRC) to become a living 
laboratory for sustainable buildings research. 

It has truly been a team project and a quick 
look at their website will show you the range 
of students involved in all stages of designing 
and building the house.

Masters student Michael Whitehouse is 
the Services Manager on the project. He says 
they installed 10 kW of solar PV on the house, 
which he thinks will provide the house with 
about four times as much energy as it needs. 
They decided to install the extra solar PV to 
ensure the house produces more energy than 
it consumes regardless of the weather. At 

the time of the competition, the weather in 
Datong, China (300 km west of Beijing), will 
be a little like a Canberra summer with hot 
and dry days and they may need to use an 
air conditioner to make sure they can meet 
the competition requirements of keeping the 
house within a fixed band of temperatures. 

The team installed two different types of 
solar panels, a primary array of polycrystalline 
panels and a secondary system of CIGS thin 
film panels. This secondary system is not as 
efficient as the polycrystalline panels but will 
be better at producing energy on a cloudy day.

Inside the house Michael thinks the 
electronics are quite simple. A C-BUS system 
(from Clipsal) uses a number of data loggers 
and most of the electricity is measured through 

a current transformer. There is sub-circuit 
monitoring on all the internal circuits—lighting, 
kitchen, cooling and heating systems—that can 
give you targeted information.  

Michael says that this type of system is 
“extremely flexible and expandable—a little 
more expensive because there are not as 
many installers but actually the wiring is 
cheaper than standard electrical wiring”.

An energy monitoring display located 
beside the kitchen shows your energy use 
and internal and external temperatures. “The 
system itself doesn’t provide the energy 
savings but it allows the occupier to control 
their own behaviour,” says Michael. Showing 
the occupant standby energy use is a good 
example of how information can induce 

o  The Illawarra Flame demonstrates that the standard fibro shack can be renovated for energy efficiency and 
comfort. Even though the design is for a retrofit, this house a new build so it can be be deconstructed and 
reconstructed for the competition.
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The lithium homestead
Modern batteries in the bush
Rollo Sherriff, of Replenishable Energy in Queensland, recently installed a large 
lithium battery based system in the bush. He describes this impressive system.

AS LITHIUM batteries become cheaper they 
are starting to appear in renewable energy 
systems. With their theoretically longer 
lifespan and ability to handle much deeper 
discharges than lead-acid batteries, they have 
become economically viable to use in many 
systems.

Being a tad cutting edge, you would 
expect to see them in early adopter’s systems 
or in urban environments, where high-
maintenance lead-acid cells are not ideal. 
However, they are also appearing in rural 
systems in some of the most unlikely places.

The system described here by the installer, 
Rollo Sherriff of Replenishable Energy, is on 
an outback station in Queensland!

Outback solar
Barwidgi station, known previously as 
‘Bullock Creek station‘, is situated 80 km 
north west of Mount Garnet. It is quite large, 
covering 74,100 ha (183,027 acres).

Prior to the installation, the station owner 
Royce Goudie and station manager Alan were 
running the two homesteads and machinery 
shed on diesel generators. These operated 
for approximately 20 hours each day, with 
an annual fuel bill of between $20,000 and 
$25,000.

Barwidgi station’s electricity consumption 
is around 35 kWh a day, sometimes peaking 
at over 45 kWh a day. To provide this energy 
from sources other than the diesel generators 
required a bit of careful design.

The off-grid system was designed and built 
by John Inglis, the owner of Positronic Solar, 
Data and Electrical in Brendale, Queenlsand. 
We installed it in mid-December 2012.

This system is different to most off-grid 

systems in that it incorporates both grid 
and off-grid components, including a large, 
oversized array of grid-interactive type solar 
panels coupled to a pair of grid-connect 
inverters. This configuration can provide 
additional power of up to 6 kW once the 
battery banks are fully charged.

The energy produced during the day 
is not subject to typical power demand 
inefficiencies when used directly by the 
appliances. Charging batteries and then 
drawing power from the batteries via the 
Xantrex XW hybrid inverter-charger could 

o  The solar array is quite large, coming in at 14 kW. Oversizing arrays is becoming more common due to the low 
cost of PV panels. Having an oversized array means that the array produces the full inverter capacity for longer 
each day, although the extra capacity above the inverter rating isn’t utilised.

System specs
•  Solar array: 14 kW, consisting of 56 

ET250 monocrystalline panels
•  Grid-connect inverters: two SMA 

3000TL-21 inverters, total 6 kW. These 
feed into a Schneider Electric Xantrex 
XW Hybrid 6 kW inverter-charger.

•  Battery bank: two banks of 48 V, 300 Ah 
HighPower lithium iron phosphate 
batteries (sixteen 3.2 V cells in each 
bank). These are controlled by a custom 
battery management system (BMS).
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Wind directions
The latest stats on the wind industry

With the largest wind farm in the southern hemisphere now operating in Victoria, 
the Clean Energy Council’s Alicia Webb gives us an update on the state of wind in 
Australia.

THE Macarthur wind farm in southwest 
Victoria, the largest wind farm in the southern 
hemisphere, was officially opened on 12 April 
2013 by Victorian Premier Denis Napthine and 
project partners AGL Energy, Meridian Energy, 
Vestas and Leighton Contractors. With 140 
three-megawatt wind turbines, the Macarthur 
wind farm is the biggest installed so far in 
Australia and will generate enough electricity 
to power 220,000 homes.

Tasmania is also about to launch a new wind 
farm, with Hydro Tasmania’s Musselroe wind 
farm in the state’s northeast expected to come 
online in coming weeks. Musselroe will have 
59 three-megawatt turbines when complete.

Target on track
The federal government announced its 
response to the Renewable Energy Target 
(RET) review during March, and it was 
great news for renewable energy with 
the government adopting most of the 
recommendations from the Climate Change 
Authority (CCA).

The government effectively announced no 
change to the RET legislation. Most important 
for wind was that the fixed target of 41,000 
gigawatt-hours for the large-scale RET will 
remain. The government accepted 28 of the 
34 recommendations from the CCA, with an 
additional three recommendations accepted 
in-principle subject to the outcome of further 
consultation and analysis. The full response 
from the federal government is available 
online at: bit.ly/18HnMoE

Wind farms and health—new research
Two new studies on wind farm and health 
effects were released in March, adding to a 
growing body of evidence that wind farms 
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g  Located 16 km 
east of the town 
of Macarthur in 
western Victoria, 
the 420 MW 
Macarthur wind 
farm will save 
approximately 
1.7 million tonnes 
of greenhouse 
gases per year.

o  The first of the Vestas V112 wind turbine blades for the Macarthur wind farm being unloaded in 
December 2011. The wind farm took about 2.5 years to build at a cost of approximately $1 billion, 
and became fully operational in late January 2013. 

www.bit.ly/18HnMoE
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Energy access
Small wind emerges
The Alliance for Rural Electrification (ARE) steps up a campaign for small wind in 
developing countries. By Marcus Wiemann, Secretary General of ARE.

SMALL and medium wind turbines may 
offer the most environmentally friendly 
and cost-competitive technologies for rural 
electrification in developing and emerging 
countries. Yet decision makers and project 
developers in these countries often don’t rate 
wind highly out of the basket of available 
energy options. 

Given favourable conditions, small 
wind can be cheaper over the system’s 
lifetime than small PV, small hydropower 
and other renewable and non-renewable 
solutions, such as diesel or kerosene. It can 
also easily be integrated in hybrid systems 
with solar energy or diesel, offering a more 
environmentally friendly, higher quality and 
lower cost solution than diesel-only systems.

So why are small and medium wind turbines 
not used more widely in developing countries, 
where cost is such a dominant issue? 

The answer is blowing in the wind
At the beginning of 2012 the international 
Alliance for Rural Electrification (ARE) 
asked its wind members (a range of wind 
energy companies and associations) what 
barriers they’d faced while doing business in 
developing countries. 

One of the main barriers they identified was 
that small and medium wind technologies 
remain relatively unknown to the decision 
makers. Through regulation, governments 
influence market growth and the performance 
and safety of wind systems, but they are 
often not fully aware of the potential of wind. 
Knowledge about and experience with small 
wind remain rare among practitioners from 
both the public and the private sectors.

There are also cost barriers to initial 

investment. An exhaustive on-site wind 
resource assessment is needed to ensure the 
site is suitable, but the costs are extensive. 
The long duration of such assessments can 
also prove a barrier.

Another issue was a lack of quality 
standards and certifications for both the 
technologies and their installation process. 
These are needed to guarantee the reliability 
and safety of the systems and ensure that 
low quality products that could damage the 
image of the technology (as has sometimes 
happened with other technologies in the past) 
are avoided.

To address these issues, the Alliance 
launched a year-long Small Wind Campaign 
in June 2012 with the aim of creating 
partnerships and business-matching 
opportunities. It soon became clear, however, 
that we needed to take a step back and fill 
basic information gaps.

People wanted to know how to evaluate 
the suitability of small wind in specific areas, 
what long-term maintenance would be 
required, how to choose the best product 
and, most importantly, how to ensure that 
expectations were realistic.

To provide this information, ARE met with 
small groups to discuss the challenges of 
real-life projects in a way that was relevant to 
people and that they could apply in their own 
communities.

As a key part of the campaign, we produced 
a paper The potential of small and medium 
wind energy in developing countries (available 
free online), which includes technical 
information on the technologies, as well as 
recommendations on policy considerations 
for small or medium wind projects.

Following on from this, ARE conducted 
online webinars, side-events at the first 
International Off-Grid Renewable Energy 
Conference and Exhibition in Ghana and sent 
a business delegation to the Ivory Coast.

The biggest challenge was to provide 
opportunities for exchanging skills, project 
ideas and experiences in a market that 
remains extremely fragmented. 

A long way to go
One very positive outcome of the campaign 
was that decision makers in developing and 
emerging countries have shown an interest 
in renewable energies in general, and in wind 
in particular. Renewables seem to tick all the 
boxes of their specific energy needs, with 
the increasing electricity needs in off-grid 
areas, the decreasing cost of renewables 
and the rising price of fossil fuels, and the 
increasing interest in international financing 
for renewable energies, the environment and 
climate change, as well as for energy access.

Now that the Alliance’s Small Wind 
Campaign has its foot in the door, what’s the 
best way forward and what are the most likely 
challenges ahead?

Balthasar Klimbie, director of Dutch Small 
Wind, who participated in the campaign, said: 
“In my opinion, the campaign was quite good 
for raising awareness. Next we should try to 
work on training and capacity building. Only 
through passing on knowledge to the local 
communities can we ensure the sustainability 
of the systems. We need to make sure that 
decision makers know how to deal with this 
issue. There is a long way to go”. 

The Small Wind Campaign has taken some 
valuable steps towards reaching its ambitious 
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A GRANDMOTHER pedals effortlessly uphill 
on an e-bike. A cautious teenager balances 
gingerly on a powered skateboard, while a 
man rides a high-performance trike. Later, a 
bearded and dreadlocked fellow wobbles his 
way down the track on an electric version of 
a unicycle.

This was the scene at the test ride area of 
the Melbourne Electric Vehicle Expo, where 
there really was something for everyone. 

“With bikes especially, both the technology 
and the need have come far enough to make 
them a very viable form of transport,” says 
Doug Rolfe, the ATA’s branch manager. Our 
grandmother finds this to be true, as she pulls 
up from her test ride very excited about the 
ease with which the electric motor enabled 
her to travel uphill.

Beyond the test ride area visitors to the 
expo could inspect a row of electric cars, 
including the Holden Volt, Nissan Leaf, 
Mitsubishi i-MiEV and Tesla Roadster. Also on 
display were a number of cars converted from 
petrol to electric, as well as an electric racing 
car, an electric bus, and even a solar-powered 
car from the Aurora Solar Car team. Aurora 
also presented a seminar on the day about 
the challenges of designing a solar car to be 
compliant with the Australian Design Rules 
on their quest to create the first solar car to be 
officially road-legal.

Unfortunately, electric car usage has not 
grown as quickly in Australia as in some 
other countries. “In other countries, such as 
America, there are government rebates and 
concessions. None of this exists in Australia,” 
Daryl Budgeon from the Australian Electric 
Vehicle Association says.

The relatively high cost of buying an 
electric car in Australia has, of course, led 
some innovative people to instead convert 
their own petrol car to electric. 

Justin Harding is one of those people, and 

his electric Mitsubishi Lancer—or ‘eLancer’—
was one of the vehicles on display. “I spent 
$20,000 on parts and did the conversion 
myself, which took two years of weekends 
to complete,” Justin says. “It can do 70 km 
trips and 100 kph. I have a 50 km round trip 
commute so it’s good for that, also for visiting 
friends and shopping.”

Inside there were e-bikes galore, many for 
road use but also the Stealth off-road bikes, 
which looked like a cross between a pushbike 
and a motorbike. There were foldable e-bikes, 
as well as bikes which, when pedalled, 
powered a blender to create a delicious 
smoothie. Parked in the middle of the action, 
the Good Brew Company served sustainably-

Robyn Antanovskii finds there’s an EV for everyone at the recent 
expo, organised by the ATA’s Melbourne EV branch.

a  A fine Tesla Roadster 
electric car was on display. 
This car holds the world 
record for the longest 
electric car range of 501 km 
at 55 kph.

EV expo
Electric communities come together
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Prize position
First place (first try!)
Dedicated teacher John Evans tells the story of how his students won the 2012 
schools e-bike race in the Hunter Valley EV Prize.

AS PART of our Year 9 and 10 Design and 
Technology course, Hunter Christian School 
registered to compete in the 2012 EV Prize 
Schools competition. This is an endurance race 
for student-designed and made electric bikes, 
organised by the University of Newcastle. The 
competitors are allowed a budget of just $200 
to purchase an energy source. This is generally 
a battery of some sort, but other options are 
possible. The team that completes the most 
laps in 1.5 hours wins!

It was our first time entering. After many 
hours of research, the school’s two teams 
settled on a 24 volt LiFePO4 (lithium iron 
phosphate) 20 amp-hour battery to power the 
two bikes. This relatively new lithium battery 
technology needs a computer to manage the 
charging to maintain battery health (a BMS, 
or battery management system). Both the 

batteries and the BMS were purchased from 
Catavolt in Cardiff for $275.  

After another lengthy period of research 
with some good learning for everyone 
involved on motor theory and types, the 
teams selected a 500 watt brushless DC 
motor with a built-in computer controller and 
planetary gearbox. 

We chose this motor because it came with a 
planetary gearbox that efficiently dropped the 
rpm down to a usable range. We are not talking 
about professional riders, so the likelihood of 
15- or 16-year-old students keeping the motor 
operating within a close rpm range was low. 
The motor is very efficient (93%) around 
3000 rpm. With roughly a 10:1 drop in the 
gearbox, this gave us about 300 rpm.

Thanks to The Bike Man in Islington, the 
team obtained two secondhand bikes: a 

g  Emily and Willem collect first prize for the competition. Above, the start of the race with the 
Hunter Christian School sitting in 5th and 8th down the line, ready to start.

road bike and a mountain bike. Lots of bike 
maintenance and repairs ensued, prior to the 
rebirth of the bikes as 21st century electrical 
vehicles. There were plenty of breakages 
and some assistance from another shop, 
Two Wheel Industries, before the heartache 
subsided and two reliable vehicles rolled out 
ready for the race track.

The end result was a bike (with no pedals!) 
capable of doing 40 kph on the flat and able 
to maintain 30 kph around our local go-karts 
track.

In addition to building the bikes, the 
students were given a number of other 
options to be part of the team. Some designed 
a banner, logos, team bags and T-shirts. 
This meant that more students had the 
opportunity to use their gifts and skills and 
we all learnt lots about working as a team and 
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Cool competition
Winter performance figures
Colin Dedman updates his popular PV testing to include new panels and those that 
had previously only had a run in summer. The results are interesting!

THE RESULTS of my solar PV panel testing 
were published in ReNew 118 and 119. At that 
time the top-performing panel, at least under 
summer conditions, was the Panasonic three-
layer model VBHN235SE10 (formerly known 
as the Sanyo HIT-N235SE10).

I have now tested the Panasonic panels 
under winter conditions, as well as panels 
from Winaico, with a remarkable yield 
performance that had me double-checking 
the calibration of my equipment. Is there a 
new king among the panels tested so far?

Winter energy yield scores 
As explained in detail in the previous articles, 
the yield score is a measure, under real-world 
conditions, of the energy yield relative to the 
rated nameplate power. The higher the yield 
score, the more the panel exceeds nameplate 
power rating. Previous test results showed a 
clear correlation with the cost of the panels, 
with the high-end brands tending to produce 
more power for a given nameplate rating.

Summer test results in ReNew 118 showed 
the Panasonic HIT panels comfortably 
outperformed the competition with an energy 
yield score of 108.5%. As shown in Figure 
1, the Panasonic panels lose a little of their 
edge in winter, although they still score an 
above-average yield of 104.5%. The reduction 
in winter wasn’t a surprise, as the Panasonic 
panels have an unusually low temperature 
coefficient of power, so the power drops 
off less at high summer temperatures. In 
summary, the Panasonic HIT panels provide 
exceptionally high energy yield relative to the 
stated nameplate power, especially under hot 
summer conditions.

However, the newly tested Winaico 

polycrystalline panels set the proverbial cat 
among the pigeons, with a record-breaking 
yield performance of 108.8% under winter 
conditions. Further, as the temperature 
coefficient is similar to most other panels, 
it seems likely that a similar score will be 
achieved in summer. This is an impressive 
performance, with the result that they provide 
significantly more power than you pay for.

PV panels always contain some spread 
in performance as a result of normal 
manufacturing tolerances. Just to make sure 
that the Winaico panels tested were not ‘lucky 
freaks’, I obtained the factory flash test results 
for the two panels that I tested, as well as for 
all panels imported in the previous month. 

The flash test performance of the two panels 
that I tested was very close to the average of 
the previous month’s imports, suggesting that 
the unusually high energy yield performance 
reported here is typical of these Winaico PV 
panels, and not just due to good luck.

Energy density score
The energy density score is a measure of the 
real-world energy yield relative to the area 
of the panel, which is especially important 
when roof area is scarce. It can also reduce 
installation cost, because fewer panels and 
less mounting hardware are required for a 
given amount of installed power. 

As shown in Figure 2, the Panasonic HIT 

o Figure 1. Winter yield performance.
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The full cycle
How sustainable is solar PV?
Engineer Alex Bruce became a convert to life cycle assessment (LCA) after failing 
to answer a question on PV sustainability. He describes how LCA is used by the 
company he co-founded, eTool.

MY experience with solar PV began seven 
years ago working on a remote power system 
for a wildlife sanctuary in the Kimberley. As 
a mechanical engineer with a passion for the 
environment I couldn’t have been happier. 
Delivering renewable energy solutions to a 
group who were working to protect the local 
environment—what more could I ask for? 

But when I returned to Broome I was 
challenged by a friend at the local pub who 
stated that “solar ain’t sustainable. There’s 
more energy and carbon that goes into 
making the panels than they’ll ever produce 
in their life.” A statement which left me 
looking pretty silly. 

Although I didn’t have a comprehensive 
response, my gut feeling told me that 
this wasn’t the case. After a couple of 
hours on Google the next morning, I was 
happy to discover that yes, while 1970s 
solar panels weren’t very sustainable, the 
technology produced today is much more 
efficient, in both product performance and 
manufacturing materials and energy use, and 
will offset its embodied impacts within just a 
few years of operation.

For the next couple of years, I was content 
to rely on those Google references, but the 
concept of ‘embodied impacts’ kept nagging 
at the back of my mind. How did they come to 
these figures, how accurate were they really 
and was there more to this question than just 
looking at the embodied energy? 

I found answers to these questions in the 
science of life cycle assessment (LCA) and it 
inspired me to start eTool, an LCA software 
company. For those of you who haven’t heard 
of it, LCA is a method that assesses every 
impact associated with all stages of a product 

or process over its entire life span. The LCA 
approach is sometimes referred to as ‘cradle 
to cradle’, if it accounts for full recycling of 
a product, or ‘cradle to grave’, if it ends in 
disposal into landfill.

When you apply LCA to a product like solar 
PV, you’re looking at all the impacts associated 
with it: from mineral sand extraction to make 
the silicon, to making the panel, through to 
taking the finished product and installing it on 
a roof. The scale of the analysis is phenomenal 
and it takes a dogmatic approach, some pretty 
clever software and the ability to wade through 
masses of data to produce a quality LCA.

The good news is that there’s a whole 
bunch of LCA practitioners dedicated to 
giving us answers to those tricky questions 
we get hit with down at the pub. With scores 
of intelligent people conducting LCAs on 
thousands of products and processes, we’re 
generating a really useful life cycle inventory 
(LCI) of everything from solar PV panels to 
clay bricks and even bottled water. 

LCA is a fast growing field of study and, 
as a result, the accuracy of the data being 
produced is constantly being improved. Just 
like any scientific area, there is ongoing debate 
on which method works best and who has the 
most accurate data—something that’s vital to 
keep driving the research and improving the 
accuracy and accessibility of LCA.

But back to solar PV…
There are a bunch of things you have to 
consider when conducting an LCA of an entire 
solar array:

•  embodied impacts of components (solar 
panels, inverters, aluminium frames, 
cables and all sundries)

•  transport of these components from the 
factory gate to site

• assembly
•  maintenance and replacement (replacing 

inverters and the odd broken panel)
• disposal and recycling
•  design life (how long the system lasts 

before it’s ready for recycling)
•  how much energy it will produce in the 

specified installation.
The data used to generate the embodied 

impacts of the components, especially the 
solar panels, is under constant scrutiny and 
the subject of a bit of controversy. At eTool, 
we’ve taken a fairly middle ground and 
conservative approach in the way we include 
this in our LCA methodology.

If we were only interested in the carbon 
impacts of the system, the first few elements 
above would help us determine the total 

o The built environment life cycle considered by LCA.
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Smart meter guide
Fresh off the ATA press

With smart meters starting to appear across Australia, the ATA’s 
new booklet provides guidance to help householders take 
advantage of the new products and services they provide.

COMPARED to the old ‘spinning disc’ meters, 
smart meters change the way energy is 
measured and priced, allowing for more 
cost-efficient electricity supply and different 
ways of paying for energy.  They can also 
enable a host of products and services, such 
as new flexible tariffs, in-home displays and 
online web portals, with potential benefits for 
consumers. 

However, consumers need to be informed 
about issues relating to smart meters. For 
instance, a person might end up paying 
higher bills if they choose the wrong type of 
tariff for them. 

With support from the Lord Mayor’s 
Charitable Foundation, the Alternative 
Technology Association (ATA) has produced 
the Consumer Guide to Smart Meters to 
help householders and small businesses 
understand and take advantage of smart 
meters. Note that the guide is not intended 
to promote the uptake of smart meters or any 
particular product or service.

As flexible pricing is becoming more 
common, here we’ve provided an edited 
extract of the section on flexible pricing.

How does flexible pricing work?
As an example, the flexible pricing to be 
offered in Victoria later in 2013 will include a 
three-part tariff. This will involve paying:
1.  more to use electricity at times of high 

or ‘peak’ demand, for a few hours during 
weekday afternoons and evenings (e.g. 
from 3pm to 9pm Monday to Friday)

2.  less during times of lower demand or ‘off-
peak’ (e.g. from 10pm to 7am every night)

3.  something in between peak and off-peak 
rates at other times. These are known as 
‘shoulder’ periods and include daytime on 
weekends.

Compared to the flat tariffs that most 
electricity consumers are currently on, flexible 
pricing more closely reflects the actual costs 
of building electricity networks and operating 
generators to meet consumer demand.

Generally, consumers who use less energy 
during peak times will be better off on flexible 
pricing, and consumers who use more energy 
during peak times will be better off on flat tariffs.

Benefits
Flexible pricing can benefit many electricity 
consumers, particularly those who already 
use less electricity during peak times and/or 
more during off-peak times. If you are one of 
these people, savings can come without any 
change to the way you use energy.

As well, if you can change your electricity 
consumption so that it shifts away from peak 
times, then you may also be better off under 
a flexible tariff. For example, you could start 
running the dishwasher only at night or doing 
all the laundry on weekends, when electricity 
is cheaper. Some reports suggest that many 
consumers could save a few hundred dollars 

consumer guide to
Smart meterS

o  In-home displays provide a near-real-time display 
of energy use and costs. Having this information 
in real-time has been associated with greater 
reductions in energy use.

What are interval and smart meters?
An interval meter is a meter that records 
energy flow data at regular intervals, 
for example, every 30 minutes. A smart 
meter is an interval meter that can be 
remotely read by the energy business, and 
has in-home communication facilities 
and a few other features. For more 
information, see the full guide.

Flexible pricing is coming
In flexible pricing, commonly known as time-
of-use pricing, the tariff charged for electricity 
varies by the time of day.

Flexible pricing is becoming more common 
around Australia. From later in 2013, all 
Victorians households and businesses will be 
able to choose from a range of flexible tariffs 
once they have a smart meter installed. If 
you live outside Victoria, you may be able 
to choose a flexible or time-of-use tariff, 
dependent on what retailers in your area 
offer and whether you currently have, or can 
purchase, an interval meter.

It is important to note that no electricity 
consumer will be forced to change to a 
flexible tariff or to give up their existing flat 
tariff. Any change to flexible tariffs will be 
voluntary.
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Display your power
Smarter metering
Simpler, real-time feedback on energy usage is the best way to drive changes 
in behaviour: that’s the promise of smart-meter-connected in-home displays. 
Richard Keech explains how they work and tests three models.

Back in ReNew 121 I looked at smart meters 
and their associated web portals, which can 
provide useful information to consumers 
about how and when they use electricity. This 
article goes the next step and looks at how 
in-home displays can be used for personal 
energy monitoring.

On the tail of the rollout of smart meters 
around Australia (see Table 1 for the status 
of the rollout in each state), consumers can 
expect to see more products and services 
which take advantage of the facilities that 
smart meters provide. 

One of the more interesting aspects of 
smart meters is their use of a wireless home-
area network via a technology called Zigbee. 
This allows compatible in-home devices 
to communicate directly with the meter 
and display information of interest to the 
consumer. Such devices are known as in-
home displays (IHDs).

As the old saying goes, you can’t properly 
manage what you can’t measure. The theory 
goes that if electricity consumers are given 
more information about how and when 
they consume their electricity, then they 
will become more careful and more efficient 
consumers. 

Many studies have looked into this, with 
varying results ranging from showing no 
improvement, to showing savings in the order 
of 20%. Energy-use feedback that is closer to 
real-time usage tends to be associated with 
better savings.

What is Zigbee?
The curiously named Zigbee system is a 
digital wireless home-automation method 
used to let a smart meter talk to other devices 

in the home, hence the idea of a ‘home-area’ 
network. The meters have a rich set of data 
(not just instantaneous power) that they can 
communicate to Zigbee-connected devices.

Furthermore, the connected devices are not 
limited to displays, and control of devices is 
possible to provide active demand-response. 

Zigbee is a low-power, low-data-rate system 
which allows it to be incorporated in devices 
that require very little power to run—after all 
it would be counter-productive for an energy 

“Many studies have looked into the effect of monitoring energy use, 
with varying results, ranging from showing no improvement, to showing 
savings in the order of 20%. Energy-use feedback that is closer to real-
time usage tends to be associated with better savings.”

Getting set up to use a Zigbee  
in-home display
The Zigbee wireless signal used by smart-
meter-connected in-home displays doesn’t 
stop at your property boundary, so it’s 
important for privacy that no one can snoop 
your meter data. To ensure privacy, data 
is encrypted and Zigbee devices have to 
establish a trusted relationship with the 
meter—a process known as ‘binding’. 

Binding of the Zigbee device only needs to 
happen once, unless you want to move the 
device to another meter. Many devices can 
be bound and communicating to a meter at 
any given time. The Zigbee device-binding 
process proceeds like this:
1.  Find the codes. The device being bound 

uses two long code numbers—a MAC 
and an install code. The MAC is a digital 

address that uniquely and permanently 
refers to the device. The install code is a 
unique cryptographic code which can be 
used like a password. These numbers will 
either be printed on the device, provided 
on a card or displayed on the device itself 
on first use.

2.  Enter the codes. Using your smart meter 
web portal, choose the ‘add new device’ 
(or equivalent) function. This will prompt 
for the MAC and install code, which will 
then pass the codes to the smart meter 
and make it listen out for the particular 
new device for a few minutes.

3.  Turn on the device. While the meter 
is receptive, turn on the new Zigbee 
device and it should bind automatically. 
Successful binding should be obvious on 
the IHD itself and on the web portal.

saving device to actually increase power use.
 By being able to talk directly to the meter, 

Zigbee IHDs can be authoritative in that they 
show the meter’s actual readings, not an 
estimate. These types of devices are beginning 
to be subsidised in Victoria as part of the VEET 
scheme (and possibly in other states also). So 
look out for a rush of them on the market in 
the near future. 

In writing this article I sourced and trialled 
three Zigbee IHDs, with reviews over the page.
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PVOutput
Online solar monitoring
This Australian-run website provides a way to monitor your PV system and compare 
how it stacks up against others around the world. Gary Gliddon (aka PVOutput’s 
TheGreatGazolio) explains how he got started as a self-confessed solar PV tragic.

I’M NOT sure what it was that sparked my 
interest in solar PV. Some junk mail from 
one of the big electricity companies offering 
reduced prices and very healthy government 
rebates might have been the trigger. That 
started many months of intensive research 
which allowed me to settle on my preference 
of inverter brand and panel brand: SMA for 
the inverter and Suntech for the panels.

Even before the install date, part of my 
research (predominantly care of the vast 
knowledge base on the Whirlpool Green Tech 
forum) had led me to a very exciting looking 
website—www.pvoutput.org. Started back 
in 2010, the site was put together for us PV 
tragics as a way to monitor how our systems 
were performing. We could input data such 
as kWh generated by the PV system, kWh 
exported to the grid, peak power achieved 
for the day, weather conditions and, if the 
information was available to us, energy 
consumed by the household and energy 
imported. 

Though the number of systems signed up to 
the site at the time of my install was relatively 
small (I am system 332 on the list) it still gave a 
great cross-section of systems across Australia 
and enabled users to compare PV outputs by 
location, size, orientation, panel brand, inverter 
brand—and the list goes on.

When my install date finally arrived I was 
already registered on PVOutput and was 
excited to input my first day of data into the 
system.

A level playing field
Immediately I could compare how my system 
was stacking up against those around me. 
Efficiency of the system was the most notable 

comparison. Displaying data on a kWh/kW 
basis meant a level playing field so it didn’t 
matter the size of the systems around me—
they could all be compared. I could see that my 
choice of panels and inverter was a good one.

Manually inputting data soon grew 
tiresome but, luckily, PVOutput had matured 
quickly. ‘Live data’ was the new ‘golden ticket’ 
on PVOutput. ‘Live data’ provided a change 
from just adding your totals at the end of the 
day;  now you could regularly upload PV data 
in five, 10 or 15 minute intervals to PVOutput 
so you could see your PV generation 
throughout the day. The result is a graph of 
power and energy across the day as in Graph 1.

Auto loading of live data
The next question was how to automatically 
extract and upload this data regularly. Inverter 
manufacturer SMA provides a Webbox 
system that logs data from the inverter to 
the web, but with little change from $1000 it 
seemed a big investment to make on a system 
that was supposed to be saving money. There 
had to be a better way.

Digging in to my minimal coding 
background, I set about finding a way of 
grabbing the information from my SMA 
inverter (that it was already capturing) and 
transferring that across to the PVOutput live 
data upload.

A simple Bluetooth dongle was all I needed 
to log in to my 4000TL inverter using the free 
software, Sunny Explorer, provided by SMA. I 
could then write some code using the Sunny 
Explorer command-line utility to transfer the 
current day’s inverter data from the inverter 
into a CSV (comma separated) file.

My next piece of coding was to dig into the 
CSV file and put the new data points into a 

format ready for PVOutput. The final step was 
to upload the data points via the ‘addstatus’ 
service provided by PVOutput. This transfer is 
done using a command-line data transfer tool 
called curl.exe.

With the scripts working well it was time to 
automate the process. I simply used Windows 
Scheduler to run each script in turn and 
before long had rolled all the scripts into one 

o Graph 1: Power and energy generated across the day
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Measuring a loaf of bread
Appliance monitors
If you’re new to energy monitoring, Michael O’Connell shows how to use a plug-in 
energy meter to do the job of measuring your daily loaf!

How do you measure a loaf of bread? 
Length? Breadth? Width? 

How about weight? What about calories? 
Food miles/kilometres? Energy used in 
production? Greenhouse gas emissions 
(GHG)? Hmmm, now we’re getting closer.

In fact, all those ways are valid, interesting 
and informative. But I particularly wanted to 
measure the energy used by our (not so new) 
breadmaker in making a loaf of bread. Why? 
Because I hadn’t got around to it yet and I like 
to understand how our appliances use energy. 
This helps us reduce our overall energy use. 

So how do you measure how much energy 
a breadmaker (or anything else) uses? With 
a clever little device called an energy meter. 
These meters connect between the power 
point and the appliance and record power, 
energy, cost, GHG, and lots more.

I use an energy meter that I bought a few 
years ago when I was doing energy audits, 
but there are many different brands on the 
market and they do a good job. You can also 

hire them from various environmental groups 
(including the ATA!) and businesses. Many of 
the newer models store the readings or allow 
you to download the data to a computer for 
further study, or to create charts and graphs. 
This allows you to see how you are using 
energy and where savings can be made. It also 
provides a great way to chart your progress.

To use the meter I simply connected the 
cable from the meter to the power point and 
then connected the breadmaker to it and 
let the breadmaker do its thing for the next 
four hours. The picture shows the setup 
with the meter sitting on top of the toaster 
for convenience. The display is showing 
approximately $0.10, the total cost of 
electricity used.

The interesting thing about the 
breadmaker is that it has three different 
power consumption points. Most of the 
time it is just sitting there monitoring the 
temperature and time as the dough ‘proves’ 
or rises. Occasionally it switches on the 
heating element to maintain the ideal proving 
temperature. It also uses more power when 
mixing and kneading the dough and, of 
course, there is the actual cooking phase. 
Surprisingly, during the proving time it only 
uses about 0.5 W, considerably lower than the 
standby load of many appliances. During the 
heating or cooking phase the power usage 
climbs to around 550 W.

So the breadmaker adds about 0.4 kWh to 
our daily use at a cost of approximately $0.10, 
assuming one loaf per day. We would also be 
emitting around 600 g of CO2 if we weren’t on 
100% GreenPower. Even with the cost of the 
electricity, the cost of the bread is significantly 
lower than shop-bought bread.

Of course, none of this takes into account 

the growing, processing, packaging and 
delivery of the flour and other ingredients. 
However, these would be similar even for 
shop-bought bread.

The other important measure is what the 
bread tastes like. It’s absolutely delicious, with 
no added ingredients to be concerned about.

And for those who are interested, here is 
the recipe we use for our daily bread. You may 
need to adjust the mix to suit your machine 
or method.

1 ¼ teaspoons breadmakers yeast
2 cups white bread flour/mix
1 cup multigrain flour/mix
½ cup rolled oats
330 mL water
1 tablespoon vegetable oil
YUM!   S

“Surprisingly, during the proving time it 
only uses about 0.5 W, considerably lower 
than the standby load of many appliances.”

DIFFICULTY RATING: HIIII
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Windows that perform
A window and film buyers guide
Poorly performing windows can drag down the thermal performance of your home. 
Lance Turner looks at some solutions. 

THE importance of reducing heat flows 
through windows and doors should not be 
overlooked. A great deal of heat can flow 
through single-pane glass and an otherwise 
well-insulated house can suffer considerable 
unwanted heat loss or heat gain. In fact, a 
single-pane plain glass window has almost no 
insulating ability—around R0.2.

The Australian Window Association (AWA) 
estimates up to 40 per cent of a home’s 
heating energy can be lost through windows 
and up to 87 per cent of its heat gained 
through them. Choosing high-performing 
windows and placing them appropriately can 
reduce energy costs significantly and improve 
thermal comfort. The art is in knowing how 
different windows will interact with the 
design of your home.

Heat transfer
There are three main ways heat transfers 
through windows: radiation, conduction and 
air infiltration.

Firstly, heat is lost by indirect radiation. 
Warm objects inside the room radiate heat 
at long wavelengths (between 5 and 40 
micrometres). This energy cannot pass 
directly through plain glass as it is opaque to 
such long-wavelength radiation. However, 
some radiant energy is absorbed by the glass 
and this is conducted through the glass to the 
outside. In summer, the reverse occurs, with 
longwave radiant heat (radiated by hot air 
and hot surfaces outside) passing indirectly 
through the glass into the room.

Still greater is the transmission of radiant 
shortwave solar energy—consisting of visible 
sunlight plus near-infrared radiation—which is 
largely transmitted directly through clear glass.

Secondly, heat is lost through conduction—
direct transfer of heat from the warm side of 
the window to the cool side. In aluminium 
frames with no thermal break, heat is 
conducted up to six times more readily 
through the frame than the glass. 

In winter, conduction from inside to 
outside also drives a convection current on 
the inside of the window, accelerating the rate 
of heat loss. Warm indoor air cools when it 
comes in contact with cold glass and falls to 
the floor, drawing in more warm air above it. 

If your heating system has outlets 
directly under or above the windows, this 
will increase heat loss by increasing the 
temperature differential at the glass and 
breaking up the air layer on the inside of the 

window. Deflecting the warm air away from 
the window can thus save on heating costs.

A final method of heat transfer is air 
infiltration. This occurs when air leaks through 
the gaps between the inner frame (that holds 
the glass) and the outer frame (head, jambs and 
sill). Poorly sealed windows result in a high air 
infiltration rate and poor thermal efficiency 
due to the transfer of warm air.

But the main problem is plain glass. 
Standard unshaded single-pane, untreated 
glass windows are an energy efficiency 
disaster, but there are lots of alternatives. 
These include double and triple glazing, 
factory-applied glass coatings, add-on 
(secondary) glazing systems, stick-on window 
films and a myriad of window coverings. 

o  When you have windows this large, the heat transfer can be huge, so some form of insulation is a must. These 
are double-glazed toughened-glass Miglas windows.

WINDOW AND FILM BUYERS GUIDE
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Biochar benefits
An introduction to making biochar
John Hermans explains what biochar is, its environmental benefits and the process 
he uses to make it.

IT WAS not until I read The Biochar Revolution by Paul Taylor that 
I began to think about biochar’s agricultural and environmental 
value, and decided to make the effort to make biochar at home. 
This article won’t attempt to summarise the book but rather focus 
on how I’ve used its approach to benefit our household. 

What is biochar?
In a word, biochar is charcoal. Crushed into small particles, the 
charcoal can be used to improve the nutrient- and water-holding 
capacity of soil, and so improve plant growth and productivity. 

Biochar is a relatively new word, but biochar’s use has been 
documented as far back as the Amazonian Indians, who created 
tera preta or ‘black earth’. These nutrient-enriched soils retain 
much of their higher fertility, and their char, thousands of years 
after they were created.

Biochar can also permanently lock up carbon to help 
neutralise our carbon footprint. In this world where 
governments are largely failing to mitigate a climate catastrophe, 
this is another path for a ‘bottom-up’ global effort.

Why make biochar?
Biochar is now commercially available as a soil conditioner, at 
around $10/kg, but if you are not confined by allotment size, it is 
quite easy and cheap to make instead. You can also then control 
what goes into it.

In my case, I have been using the sticks and leaves that I 
would otherwise have burnt to reduce summer bushfire risk. 

Making it has also given our household another option 
for becoming truly carbon neutral, other than planting trees. 
Biochar means we can now lock up atmospheric carbon in 
the soil, potentially for thousands of years, rather than have it 
re-enter the atmosphere when the ground litter rots or is burnt. 
Once it is added to the soil, it remains mostly inert to oxidation 
and hence does not re-enter the carbon cycle. At the same time, 
it increases the soil fertility in our extensive food garden.

Biochar chemistry
When organic matter is burnt in the open air, it nearly all burns 
to ash, with only very small amounts of unburnt black char. It is 

o  Loose material goes in, but it needs to be compressed with a short post rammer. 
The photo shows the 200-litre TLUD drum as a single-skin unit, with secondary 
air vents visible at the top. John has since wrapped this drum with three 82 cm  
lengths of old corrugated iron, attached using Tek screws. This wrapping reduces 
heat loss, which helps maintain the secondary combustion.

DIY PROJECTS

DIFFICULTY RATING: HHHII
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Up for a challenge?
Build-your-own solar HWS
After a slow and costly start, Martin Chape’s DIY solar HWS is working so well that 
there’s heat to spare. He describes the challenging build.

I RECENTLY managed to finally fulfil a 
promise made back in 2011 to build a new 
split-system vacuum-tube solar HWS that can 
be monitored via the internet.

At the time of making the promise I had 
already started collecting parts. I was lucky 
enough to find a used 300-litre Chromagen 
water tank for $100 that had already been 
used for solar and was still in good condition. 
Being solar meant that it already had the 
additional flow and return pipes required to 
go to the solar collector on my roof. 

The reason for the new system was that 
my existing Edwards close-coupled solar 
HWS, while still working after 16 years, was 
looking a bit the worse for wear with signs of 
corrosion on the tank outer and some of the 
piping. In fact, when we came to remove it 
from the roof, we discovered that the screws 
holding the stainless straps had corroded right 
through. The only things stopping the tank 
from sliding down the 30 degree pitched roof 
were the screw heads holding the corrugated 
iron sheeting in place!

Importing glass vacuum tubes: not for 
the faint-hearted
Importing the 30-vacuum-tube collector 
array direct from China proved interesting, to 
say the least! The tubes, manifold and frame 
cost only $335, but, when the boxes arrived at 
the Fremantle wharf, the shipping company 
contacted me to advise I needed to pay 
another $488 before I could collect the boxes.

Part of that charge, $150, was to make a 
declaration to Australian Customs that the 
items were under the $1000 threshold, 
and therefore avoid import taxes and GST. I 
declined to have the importer do that on my 

behalf but then discovered I was not allowed 
to lodge the form myself. Fortunately I found 
someone in Sydney who could lodge it for me 
for the bargain price of only $90.

I reluctantly paid the shipping company 
$338, which was the balance of the $488 port 
charges, and headed to the wharf with my 
Customs clearance sheet. On the wharf no one 
could find my crates and instead they offered 
me a cardboard box containing two bicycles! 
Finally, I was allowed to walk around until I 
found my crates.

When I returned home and unpacked the 
boxes, I found five of the 30 glass tubes were 
broken. I contacted the shipper and they 
refused to accept responsibility. I contacted 
the Chinese exporter who offered me 10 

replacement glass tubes for only $25, but 
added it would cost more than $500 to have 
them shipped.

I eventually found a company in Australia 
that could supply five glass tubes for $125. 
There was an additional $25 for a crate and 
$75 to ship: a total of $225. I duly paid for 
these along with shipping costs. The courier 
arrived with a cardboard box rattling with 
broken glass, and I refused to take delivery. 
So the replacement tubes were returned 
to Melbourne, but thankfully these were 
replaced without further cost. Finally I had 
my five new tubes and was able to repair the 
broken collectors.

I haven’t worked out the total cost of 
importing these tubes, but I estimate it must 

o The new evacuated tube panel sits neatly between the (many!) PV arrays.

DIFFICULTY RATING: HHHHI




